Predator Eradication Squadron 80 points
Armour
Legion Predator Tank
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Unit Composition
● 1 Predator Tank
Unit Type
● Vehicle (Tank)
Wargear
● Volkite culverin-moyen
● Searchlight
● Smoke launchers

The Predator Eradication Squadron
may be taken as a Heavy Support
choice in a Legiones Astartes army.
In addition, a single Predator Tank
may be taken as part of a Legion
Predator Strike Squadron.

Options
● The unit may include:
- Up to 2 additional Legion Predator Tanks.................+80 points each
● Any model may exchange its Volkite culverin-moyen for a
Hellblaze cannon...................................................................+15 points
● Any model may be equipped with one set of two of the following
sponson-mounted weapons:
- Heavy flamers...................................................................... +20 points
- Heavy bolters....................................................................... +20 points
- Lascannons.......................................................................... +40 points
● Any model may take any of the following:
- Hunter-killer missile.............................................................. +5 points
- Extra armour ......................................................................... +5 points
- Dozer blade ........................................................................... +5 points
- Auxiliary drive..................................................................... +10 points
- Armoured ceramite............................................................. +20 points
- Machine spirit ..................................................................... +25 points
● Any model may take one of the following pintle-mounted weapons:
- Twin-linked bolter................................................................. +5 points
- Combi-weapon ...................................................................... +5 points
- Heavy bolter ........................................................................ +10 points
- Heavy flamer ....................................................................... +10 points
- Multi-melta.......................................................................... +15 points
- Havoc launcher ................................................................... +15 points
● In a squadron of three, one model may be upgraded to be a
Squadron Command Tank ...................................................+25 points

Volkite
culverin-moyen

Hellblaze cannon
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Type
Heavy 1,
Ignores Cover,
Small Beam,
Deflagrate
Heavy 1,
Torrent

Small Beam
When the weapon is fired, draw a 1“ wide line from the end of the
gun barrel up to the listed range of the weapon or to the range
where the beam gets blocked (see below). A unit will receive an
amount of hits equal to the models under the beam’s path. Keep
in mind however, that succesfull wounds can only be allocated to
models visible to the firing weapon as per the normal rules.
The first model to be hit must be an enemy model. Only after this,
friendly models may be in the beam’s path and in that case will be
hit as well.

Heavy Support
The Eradication variant of
the Predator Tank is a rare
variation of the much more
ubiquitous Predator Strike
Tank.
Its origins are rumoured to
lie with the Death Guard
Legion, however there are
no official claims to the
design by the XIV.
Nevertheless it has some
favour among the dour sons
of Mortarion, while in many
other Legions it is viewed
with a disdain similar to the
Destroyer cadres of the
Legiones Astartes. It is no
surprise, that these vehicles
therefor are almost
exclusively used as heavy
support assets to the
warriors of Destroyer units
when enemy resistance
proves to stubborn to be
swept away with their
radiation weapons alone.
With the start of the Horus
Heresy, the demand for
these destructive devices
ironically has risen while the
supply, especially for the
Astartes of the loyalist
Legions, is at its lowest due
to the increasing rarity of
the rare components
needed to produce its
complex weaponry.
Many estimate, that this
tank will be lost to the fires
of war in the near future
and only few show remorse
at this thought.

If the beam hits any Vehicle, Monstrous Creature, or terrain piece
that is more then 2“ accross, the beam gets blocked. If the obstacle
blocking the beam can be attacked and destroyed, it suffers D3+1
hits with the weapons profile.
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